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PGandE Letter hto.'PCL-84-162
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EHCLOSVRE

NSHERS VSED QH PIPEMAY STRUCTURE BOLTED COHHECTIOH

On Tuesday, April 17, 1984, the HRC Region Y Staff'equested information
. pertaining to the use of standard round washers on a structural steel bolted

connection with slotted holes. This submittal provides information on this
connection and the basis for acceptance:

In a bolted connection on "Bent 3B" of the Unit 1 containment building
exterior p$ peway. structure the boTt hole location dimensions were modified
slight ly. by slotting the holes to facilitate construction.

The structural steel design specification called for in FSAR Section 3.8.l
and Diablo Canyon Specification 8833X in effeci at the time of instatlation is
the first printing of this 7th edition of the AISC manual of steel
construction adopted February 17, 1969. The bolt specification included in
the.7th edition was adopted by the conmittee in 1966 with no special
requirements included for slotted holes. Mhen the "Bent 38" bolted connect]on
was mo4ified, the bolts were installed per the requirements cf this code
edition,

When the high strength bolt specification was revised in 1973'and adopted into
the'ater printing of the A?5C 7th edition, special provisions were
established for use of slotted holes, Provisions for plate washers'were then
speccif3ed to be used in con)unct<on with.hardened washers with long slotted
ho1es.

The 1973 revised code requirements for the plate washer are to provide
adequate bea~ing capacity to the base metal, {see page 5-206.2 of the bolting
specification dated April 18, 1972 contained in the revised 7th ediiion of the
code} for the case of the long slotted holes. The engineering approved
documentation and the as-built conditions of the connection on "Bent 3B" show
that in all cases the bolts are located at the extreme end of the slot. This
location minimizes the bearing surface reduction due to the slotted hole. The
calculated bearing stress based on this configuration shows that the .stresses
under the standard hardened washers are within the allowable stresses given in
the code.

P6andE concludes that the bolted connection with A-490 bolts and standard
hardened washers meets. the requirements of the code as specified in the FSAR
and also satisfies the bearing stress requirements of'he AISC specification
5n effect at the time and the subsequent revisions of the specification.
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GAP Allegations 8314.02.03 and 314.02.04

It is alleged that:

The deficient bolt holes were the result of a bolting
rework program that may have left the bolts less secure
than before the repairs, since the wire that originally
packed the holes was removed and not replaced during the
rework program. (1/22/85 Haffey Aff. at 2.)

The cause of the lost wirepacking was the uncontrolled
nature of the repair program: supervisors informally gave
instructions to ignore requirements for inspection prior to
bolt and nut torque, and .no one kept track of the lost wire
stuffing, which was merely swept up by laborers. (1/22/85
Haffey Aff. at 2.)

The alleger's statement that wire packing was routinely removed and not

replaced and that requirements for inspection were regularly bypassed during

the rupture restraint bolt rework program is not supported by a survey of

rupture restraints requiring wire packing which was conducted in May and

June, 1984, or by any of the Deficient Condition Notices (DCNs) prepared by

the alleger during his tenure as an inspector at Diablo Canyon.

The following information pertaining to this item was contained in PGandE

letter DCL-84-220, dated June 8, 1984, Attachment to Enclosure pp.2-3, in

response to a May 1984 NRC request for information:
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3. Field Survey

DCP construction personnel conducted a document survey
and interviewed knowledgable construction personnel to
verify the extent of the rod packing detail. The use
of rod packing was noted on construction process
sheets. A review of rupture restraint documentation
confirmed the use of this detail inside containment. A
review of 20 of the 222 outside containment restraint
packages revealed no use of this procedure.

Pullman Power Products and PGandE General Construction
(GC) personnel with historic knowledge of the rupture
restraint installation were interviewed by GC

management. personnel. Interviewed personnel confirmed
that the rod packing detail was confined to inside
containment application.

4. Field Evaluation

Engineering defined a representative sample of inside
containment rupture restraints for field inspection of
anchor bolt packing. The sample selected included the
Priority code "C" restraints (critical to Civil)
specified by the "Procedure for t1easuring Hot Gaps on.
Rupture Restraints" (Procedure P-37, Revision 1).

The field inspection sample was modified by limiting
inspection to:

8

a. Restraints that were accessible without the
installation of scaffolding, and restraints which
did not represent an excessive safety hazard to
personnel.

b. Restraints and/or bolts which did not, require
disassembly or rigging for nut removal.

Fifteen bolts were inspected. Thirteen restraints were
in the Priority Code "C" category. Eleven of the 13
restraints were anchored to concrete using the rod
packing detail. Only 6 of the 11 restraints could be
accessed without scaffolding. Fifteen nuts could be
removed from these six restraints without disassembly
of structural components.
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While some holes that were examined were not packed as densely as physically

possible, all holes requiring packing were packed and were acceptable as

packed.

None of the 58 DCNs prepared by the alleger during his employment with PPP

documented any problem with wirepacking in bolt holes or the removal of

wirepacking from holes. Nor was there any evidence that supervisors gave

instructions to craft and/or gC personnel to ignore inspections(s) pr ior to

bolt and nut torque.
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GAP Allegations 8314.02.05 and 8314.02.07

It is alleged that:

PGandE's response to allegation V-28A —'hat I was intent
on going beyond contractural Lsicj requirements for bolt
holes —is misleading, because the slotted holes that I
challenged represented a problem with design control; they
were not reflected on the design drawing in that
condition. (1/22/85 Haffey Aff. at 2.)

PGandE failed to correct the drawings to even accurately
reflect the slotted holes, which still are misrepresented
on the design documents. (1/22/85 Haffey Aff. at 3.)

During the erection and installation of structural steel it is sometimes

necessary to slot the holes to assure proper fittings.

In those cases where an engineering drawing or a vendor's shop drawing did not
I

show a slotted connection and a hole had to be slotted to assure proper fit
up'uring

construction, an engineering approval was sought. This approval was

either verbally given by the cognizant engineer and documented by a telecon or

by the issuance and signoff of a Discrepancy Report for minor variations.
~ 4

Incorporation of such minor variations into the design drawings is not

required.
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GAP Allegation 8314.02.06

It is alleged that:

I repeatedly attempted to gain written documentation from
PGandE that would justify the verbal instructions to
deviate from the design through slotted bolt holes, but
none was ever provided. (1/22/85 Haffey Aff. at 3.)

No record has been found of any attempt by the alleger to obtain written (or

other) permission from PGandE to justify the use of slotted holes. The single

instance during the alleger's term of employment with PPP where he formally

documented a rupture restraint with oversize holes was on DCN 776-022

(attached). To close out the DCN, DR 5134 (attached) was initiated by PPP,

and ultimately dispositioned by PGandE. During this time-frame (1981-1984)

PGandE furnished wr itten clarifications to PPP on how to deal with oversize

holes (See Dgs 278 and 450, attached).
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PLC X F XC GAS ADD ELECTRIC COZkKPAKT.
.~54p1 DIABLOCANYON PROJECT ~ GENERAL CONSTRUCTION

P,Q. BOX 117 ~ AVILABEACH. CALIFORNIA93424 ~ (805) 595 2324

September 10, 1984

Pullman Power Products
Attention: Paul Stieger
P. 0. Box 367
Avila Beach, Ca. 93424

NFORfMKlWONLY

SUBJECT: REDUCTION IN SCOPE

Dear Hr. Stieger:

This letter 1s 1ntended .to prov1de Pullman with direction regarding the
decrease in Pullman Power Products scope of work. Pullman w111 rema1n
responsible for all work which involves code data reports. This is mainly
code class A, 8, C, D, J and ASHE 1 Bo11er Code Piping. It is anticipated
that this effort w111 requ1re min1mal craft support by Pullman after September
10, 1984. The balance 'of the pip1ng, support and rupture restraint work, not
yet issued w111 be sent to others for construction. Any work wh1ch is 1n
process ( issued to Pullman but not yet turned over) will be evaluated by the
lead disc1pline supervisors and reass1gned when appl1cable.

Pullman 1s to continue purchasing and warehous1ng 1n...the1r present manner
until further not1ce. In some 1nstances large quantities of material may be
requested to be transferred, however, PG8E recognizes that Pullman will
maintain control of the material required for work related to code data
reports.

Pullman 1s to provide a man-loaded schedule for perform1ng the documentatIon
close out necessary to complete the1r scope of work to th1s off1ce by
September 14, 1984. The completion dates for turnover of th1s paperwork
remains as prev1ously 1ndicated on the m11estone schedules.

AL/BRT/t
No response required
cc: JHanning

HFr 1end
THangelsdorf
JHacias
WPriest

0239N

~ ~R. R. Lieber
Field Construction Hanager

]. 896i;:
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GA.S A.KD E LZC TRIC C 0 hKPART
OIABLO CANYON PROJECT ~ GENERAL CONSTRUCTION

P.Q. BQX 117 ~ AVILABEACH. CALIFORNIA93424 ~ {805)

595.232'eptember

14, 1984

Pullman Power Products
Attention: Paul Stieger
P. 0. Box 367
Avila Beach, Ca. 93424

SUBJECT: Pullman Hemorandum f0761
!i<FGR&TION ONLY

'

Oear Hr. St1eger:

This 1s to confirm d1rection regarding the turnover of Rupture Restraint open
items in accordance with the sub]ect memo.

Effective 9/11/84 the follow1ng steps will be followed by Pullman for turning
over open Rupture Restraint work items to PTGC:

0 en Process Sheets

AI I Process Sheets for open work 1tems will be w1thdrawn by Pullman. A

complete inventory of all such work 1tems, with a descr1ptfon of the
initiating document, wfll 'be transmitted to the PTGC Hechanical Oepartment.

0~en OCO's

All open OCN's will be..handled as follows:

o Oispositioned OCN's requiring no manual f1eld work will be closed in
accordance with the ex1sting Pullman Program;

o Oispositioned OCN's requir1ng manual f1eld work will be revised to
have the d1screpancy documented on a DR to be sent to PTGC. The OCK

will close upon transm1ttal of the OR;

o Undisposit1oned OCN's w1ll be processed 1n accordance w1th the
existing Pullman Program, w1th the exception that all OCN's that would
be dispositioned to perform manual field work will instead be
dispositioned to be addressed on a DR.

0269K

19~75
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Pullman Power Products
9/14/84
Page Two

Attachment to GAP ¹314.02.86
Reference: DR 5134
Page 10 of 48

Open DR's

All open OR's wi'll be handled as follows:

o Oispos1tioned OR's requir1ng no manual field work, 1.e. accept-as-is,
will close in accordance w1th the exist1ng Pullman Program;

o 01spos1tioned OR's requiring manual field work will be resubmitted to
PTGC for a rev1sed disposit1on;

o Undispos1tioned OR's w1ll be processed 1n accordance w1th Pullman's
existing program.

tf you have any questions, please contact Jeff Osterman at extension 2451.

R. R.
Lieber'ield

Const uction Manager

'
RRL/RAH/JO/BRT/tw
No response requ1red
No attachments

R. A. Hobg d
G. C. Ouality Control Supervisor

cc: JMac ias
NPriest
GThomas
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8711SPEC. No

JOB No.:Oiablo CanyonPROJECT: 7177

U IU Pl
Pullman ower. ro uc

.' O'CP.
-'r'(IS)

or IS NOTI
ATTACHED DISC EPANCY R

tOMER: Pacific Gas 8 Electric

Attachment
Reference:
Page 11 of
D.R. No.

DWG iso. No.
UNIT No.

CODE NO.

DATE. 7-29-83
INsPEGToR: Sche1 er

to GAP 314.O2.O6
DR 5134

5134
46 179

II
3

DlscREPANT ITEM: DISCREPANT ITEMS ON PIPERACK EMBEDMENTS ~ UNIT II PIPERA DCN 776-022

EXPLANATIONOF DISCREPANCY:

See attached sheets for discrepant items (1-4).

Various discrepancies were found during final"walkdown of p crack embedments.

, PP

jJL

REcoMMENDED DIEPosITIDNt INDICATE APPROVAL B CIRCLING THE APPRO IAT$> RECOMMENDED

DISPOSITION"

PGandE to disposition (due to wor done by others).

Aoo oy& Dy P P p. pi oo pkA.. .Pp ~ D lo ~8+ c oompp Data

'INALDISPOSITION: Q.ln A ence With Above Q Other (explonotion ond opprovoi rottstired))

eris Completed Inapt Dates D«k C o Immi I o Dm

EXPLANATIONI IF NECE RY) t

Pog ~ P. Field ClA anager

STEPS TO PR ENT RECURRENCE + Not Appiicobi~

Date Customer Date

DISTRIBUTION: 2 Master (LA. Filo

Cl Customer

ATTACHSKETCH IF NECESSARY

Field QA. Manager

El Auth. Insp. R Engineering Dept. 0 Other

0 Receiving . 0 Field lnsoector I
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NONCONFORMANCE REPORT

OC2 - 80 - RM - 002

WM~DZ

N Descri
0
N 1) a.
C
0
N

F b.
0
R

M 2) a.
A
N b.
C

E
Ce

Documentation shows acceptable bo1ted connections. However, there are
cases of out of tolerance gaps existing under baseplates, nuts not bear-
ing against splice plates properly, and nuts not engaged per requir ements.

Documentation shows acceptable welded connections. However, there are
cases of material and welds not conforming to the specification.

Melds exist which do not have documentation.

Modifications have been performed which were not required by the design
drawings, were not authorized, and have not been documented.

There are bolts that have "torque seal" which indicates tensioning and
inspection, however, inspection records do not exist. This has led to
some ASTM A-490 bolts being tensioned rare than one ""..... P. s of A-490
bolts is not permitted by the current revision ot the "Specification for
Structural Joints Using AS7il A-490 Bolts", (revision dated February 4, 1976).
Previous editions did not prohibit the reuse of A-490 bolts.

I
- S

P

0
S
I
T
I
0
H

Resolution:

Pullman Power Producu 'sha1% perfarm ~acumented 'ips 'M 1 bol ted and
welded connections and applicable documentation r the Specification,
as set forth fn approved contractor's K 'gP to:

1 I Identify connect1ons whf jdvI@ot&o orm to Specfffcatfon requirements, and

2) identify connections whic do not have required documentation.

Deficient conditions shall be corr'ected as follows:
dI

1-a) In connections requiring rework, the baseplate shall be shimmed tight.
New bolts and nuts shall be installed as required by the Specification.
Huts not having full thread engagement shall be "As-Built" and the
As-Builts submitted to the assigned engineer for review and approval.

1-b)

2-a)

:

Documented material and welds which do'ot conform to Specification re-
quirements shall be removed and replaced with conforming material and
welds.

Undocumented welds shall be inspected using existing final acceptance
criteria as required by the Specification. In addition, all undocumented
fi1let welds shall be magnetic particle inspected. If a magnetic particle
inspection is not possible, the contractol shall submit a discrepancy re-
port to P G and E'. Melds found acceptable through inspection may remain;
welds found unacceptable shall be removed and replaced.
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OC2 - 80 - lN - 002

eso1 ution continued):

2-b)

2-c)

,

Modifications not required by the design drawings and not authorized,
shall be "As-Builted" and the As-Builts submitted to the assigned
engineer for review. Modifications approved by the assigned engineer
need not be removed. Modifications not approved by the assigned en-
gineer shall be removed.

A11 high strength ASTM A-325 and A-490 nuts and bolts, previously ten-
'ioned in steel to steel connec ions, shall be replaced with new bolts

and nuts which conform to the original specifications. New bolts shall
be tensioned to current requirements.*
A11 high strength AH A-325 and A-490 anchor bolts through concrete
walls which have been previously tensioned shall have the threaded por-
tion or portions examined using ultrasonic inspection or the nuts shall
be removed and the exposed threads magnetic par icle inspected. If the
threaded portion of a bolt is inaccessible for magnetic particle inspec-
tion, a liquid penetrant inspection shall be performed. All examinations
shall be documented and included in the Restraint Gocumertq&gn Package.

A11. anchor bolts through concrete walls which hav oPjj6M<ble indica-
tions, as defined by the specification, are 14 and shall be ten-
sioned to cur'rent requirements~,- if"4t i. > to remove nuw for
nondestructive examination. " ,:: ~N .' .':: ''.":~I'.-" rI".:.~ "':". ".. ~-

Bolts which haie rejectab.e.j~+Mons. sha1.1„be discarded and replaced
with new bolts and V Ii bolts are grouted in wall the connec-
tion shall be "As-Bu and the As-Built submitted to the assigned
engineer for review and. disposition.
A11 high strength AS'-325 and A-490 anchor bolts embedded in concrete
which have been tensioned to 30» of F or less shall be retensioned to
current requiremenw*, if it"is neceshry to remove nuts for nondestruc-
tive examination.
Bolts which have been tensioned to more than 30" of F» shall have the
threaded por tion examined using ultrasonic or magnetic particle inspec-
tion. If the threaded portion of a bolt is inacc ssible for magnetic
particle inspection, a liquid penetrant inspec.ion shall be performed.
All examinations shall be documented and included ia the Restraint Oocu-
mentation Package. All anchor bolts embedded in concrete which have no
respectable indications as defined by the specifications, are acceptable
and shall be tensioned to current requirements».
Bolts which have respectable indications shall be "As-Builted" and the
As-Built submitted to the assigned engineer for review and disposition.
"As-Builted" shall mean a complete description of location, condition,
and test or inspection performed'.

Ft shall mean specified minimum tensile strength of bolt.

+ See Attachment l.
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ATTACHMENT 1

DC2 - 80 - RM - 002

BOLTING REqUIREMEiHTS FOR

RUPTURE RESTRAINTS

i l g

Nnimum bolt tension per AISC Table 3 for ASTM A-325 and A-490 bolts:

.70 (min. ft)

Rupture Restraint Steel to Steel Connections:

..70 (min. ft)
't

Rupture Restraint Anchor Bolts through Concrete Walls (f1oors):

.55 (min. f,)

Rupture Restraint Anchor Bolts cast in Concrete:

,.25 (min. ft)

Rupture Restraint Staei :to 'St,eel: C'onnece1 ons which are pe'rioch
detensioned and reused.".: -" "-z'„-',"..:.,".i „"..'.".„';<:l '':":: -t l q.„>8

.58 (orle. fa)

min. ft specified minimum tensile strengths of bolts

PER ONSITE CONVERSATION MITH IGOR SOKOLOFF 2-6-79
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GAP Allegation ¹314.02.08

It is alleged that:

PGandE's statement in response to allegation V-28B —that
the bolting rework program was covered by gA Instruction
¹64 —is false, misleading, a joke or all three, since
despite my frequest [sic] requests, no one from gA Manager
Harold Karner down to my supervisor ever produced such an
instruction during my experience working in the program.
(1/22/85 Haffey Aff. at 3.)

Since the alleger's term of employment with PPP was from April 2, 1979 to

October 30, 1981, it is not surprising that he never heard of Instruction 64.

As stated in PGandE's response to Allegation V-28B (DCL-84-243, dated

June 29, 1984), Instruction 64 was incorporated into ESD 243 in 1974, prior to

the period that. most of the work involving bolt holes was initially
performed. It was removed from that ESD in 1976 (DCL-84-243 mistakenly, by

typographical error, identified the removal date as 1979). It was replaced in

1976 with a requirement that oversize holes be directed to PGandE for

disposition. In 1982 PGandE reconfirmed (via written response to Dgs 278 and

450) that wire packing of oversize holes was still acceptable. Throughout

this period, all bolted connections were dispositioned pursuant to PGandE's

instructions.

0308S/0034K -28-





GAP Allegation 8314.02.09

It is alleged that:

gC inspectors did not have the organizational freedom to
override supervisory commands and comply with code
requirements for fitup inspection during the bolt rework
program, since the space on the inspection form
consistently was marked "N/A" ("Not Applicable" ). (1/22/85
Haffey Aff. at 3.)

Notwithstanding that there are no applicable code requirements for OC fitup

inspection of high strength bolted connections, such inspections were

sometimes required by process, sheets specifically written for PPP's work at

Diablo Canyon. All process sheets were ultimately reviewed by the PPP guality

Assurance Department and turned over to PGandE. A discrepancy, such as the

bypassing of a required gC inspection point by marking it "not applicable",

should have been identified in this review and dispositioned in accordance

with applicable approved procedures.

The alleger was consistently instructed to follow site-approved procedures in

the course of his inspections despite his wishes to do otherwise. He did not

have the "organizational freedom" to "override" these approved procedures in

order to satisfy his own perceived requirements of a code or edition of a code

which, in fact, was not applicable to work at Diablo Canyon.

0308S/0034K -29-





Since the allegation lacks specificity as to location or time frame, it is

impossible to state categorically that the gC hold point in question was never

bypassed. However, a sampling of Unit 1 and Unit 2 rupture restraint packages

for work done inside containment and on the pipe rack, which were reviewed

during the course of the investigation of this allegation, did not reveal a

single instance where a bolting fitup l}C inspection holdpoint had been

bypassed. Thus, even assuming that an inspection holdpoint was inadvertently

bypassed, there is reason to believe that any such occurrence(s) would have

been dispositioned in accordance with approved procedures. The evidence of

overtime worked shows that the alleged discrimination did not occur.
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GAP Allegation 8314.02.10

It is alleged that:

I disagreed with the stated managment Lsicj attitude
underlying the bolting re-torque program —"go as fast as
you can get away with " —since the repairs were due to
poor quality work in the first place and I believed
management should make a commitment to control the quality
of corrective action. (1/22/85 Haffey Aff. at 3.)

The clear implication of the allegation —that quality was sacrificed to meet

schedule deadlines —is simply not true. The very work the alleger complains

of, the Rupture Restraint bolting rework program, was evidence of PGandE's

commitment to assuring a quality product.
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GAP Allegation 8314.02.11

It is alleged that:

PGandE's reponse [sic] to allegation V-29 —denying
discrimination on the job against aggressive inspectiors
[sic] —is false, since my supervisors personally told me

that I was denied overtime because I would just use it to
reject welds. (1/22/85 Haffey Aff. at 4.)

PPP gA/gC managers Karner and Geske do not recall ever making any such

statement as alleged. While it has not been possible to identify all of the

alleger's immediate leadmen, of those who have been identified, none recall

ever making such a statement. In addition, three gC supervisors that the

alleger worked for also deny ever making such a statement to the alleger.

The amount of overtime each inspector worked varied depending on the demands

of the job. From-March 1981 to October 1981, when the alleger left the job,

he had worked overtime in 13 of the 36 weeks in that'eriod.

The time sheets of the alleger and most of the gC inspectors who worked at PPP

during the period of the alleger's employment have been reviewed. PPP's daily

time sheets for overtime accumulated from April 8, 1979, through

November 1, 1981, by 16 gC inspectors performing inspections of comparable

work, shows average overtime of 222-1/2 hours. During that same period, the

alleger worked 367-3/4 hours overtime which was 145-1/4 more hours than the

average overtime worked by other PPP gC inspectors performing the same type of

inspections.
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GAP Allegation 8314.02.12

It is alleged that:

PGandE offered a red herring to attack me for not offering
complaints when I resigned, since the complaints went to ()A

Manager Harold Karner —the target of my allegations and
the man who could be called on for references that might
cause me to lose my upcoming new job. (1/22/85 Haffey Aff.
at 4.)

PGandE has previously responded (DCL-84-243, June 29, 1984) to a charge by the

alleger that he was harassed to the point of being forced to look for other

work.

With the exception of the charge that he was denied overtime for rejecting

welds (a charge simply not supported by the facts), it is still unclear what

acts of harassment the alleger would or should have been fearful of reporting

to Mr. Karner, manager of PPP's onsite guality Assurance Department.

It is equally unclear what power Mr. Karner had, or still has, in influencing
A

the alleger's job status such that he waited 3 years after taking a new job

before reporting he was harassed at Diablo Canyon, or what prevents the

alleger from, even now, detailing what that harassment was.
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It appears inconsistent for the alleger on the one hand to assert that

Mr. Karner was aware of all of his allegations (as detailed in his affidavit)

but, that on the other hand, to claim that if he informed Mr. Karner of his

allegations it would jeopardize his future career in another job.
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GENERAL OVERVIEM TO ALLEGATION 8314.03

Due to the vagueness of the following allegations, PGandE has had to make some

assumptions about the alleged circumstances so that meaningful responses could

be provided. In 1982, a situation occurred which is assumed to be the basis

of these allegations. The situation involved a dispute between Pullman Power

Products (PPP) and an employee. The employee was doing work which he felt was

above his then present job classification and rate of pay but which PPP felt
was within his job description. After much discussion, the individual's

supervisor stopped assigning the employee the type of work which the employee

claimed entitled him to a higher rate of pay and job classification. The

employee subsequently resigned and filed a formal complaint, in conjunction

with another individual, with the California Unemployment Insurance Appeals

Board (CUIAB) which eventually ruled against the individual employees and in

favor of PPP. That complaint filed with the CUIAB contained many'f the same

allegations as the present anonymous affidavit.

The employee in the above-mentioned dispute was employed by PPP for a 6-month

period from late 1981 to mid-1982. During this time period, the small bore

piping design process worked in the following manner:

1. A piping isometric drawing was made by a field engineer.
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2. The piping was routed and installed in accordance with the isometric

drawing.

3. A copy of the isometric drawing was "hangerized" by a field engineer to

identify pipe hanger locations and types.

4. A designer prepared a dimensioned feasibility sketch for each support

identified in the "hangerized" piping isometric.

5. The support. sketch was given to a draftsman to be drawn on vellum.

6. The draftsman redrew the sketch and properly dimensioned it in accordance

with ESD 223. During this process, the draftsman might go to the field to

obtain dimensions not taken by the field engineer, such as dimensions to a

particular interference or column line, or to resolve problems relating to

unclear dimensions on the designer's sketch.

7. The vellums were then given to a checker, a more experienced draftsman,

for review.

8. After the checker's review, a photocopy of the vellum was sent to PGandE

for approval, and the vellum was filed at the site.

9. PGandE reviewed the photocopy of the drawing and, if acceptable, placed a

stamp on the photocopy of the drawing.
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10. The stamped photocopy of the original vellum was now a quality document ,

that could not be changed without a revision number. This drawing was

then returned for construction.

11. After the pipe support was installed, the field engineer took a red pencil

and marked as-built dimensions on the approved photocopied print. He then

signed off on the drawing.

12. The drawing, then called a red line drawing, went to guality Control.

guality Control verified the drawing's compliance to ESD 223.

13. The red line drawing was then returned to a draftsman who updated the

vellum. The draftsman may have again been required to go to the field to
P

clarify dimensions and markups, which appeared unclear or inconsistent,

for drafting incorporation.

14. The updated vellum was checked by the checker and a photocopy was

forwarded to guality Control along with the red line drawing for

verification of continued compliance with ESD 223. Upon approval, the

photocopy was forwarded to PGandE for as-built acceptance. PGandE

acceptance was again identified in writing. The stamped, approved

photocopy, the red line drawing, and the approved as-built were filed as

quality documents.

In the aforementioned employer-employee conflict, the employee worked only on

steps 5-8 and 13 of this process. In none of these steps did the draftsman
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work on any documents which were considered quality documents or which could

be used for construction. These documents did not require the draftsman'

approval or concurrence for further change.

It is with the above background that the following allegations and the

responses should be viewed.
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GAP Allegation 8314.03.01

It is alleged that:

For an extended period, nearly every day I had to go into
the field to check the location of hardware before drafting
the drawing, because the requested measurements were
physically impossible. (2/4/85 Anon. Aff. at 2.)

The alleger appears to be describing his normal job function as a draftsman

involved in steps 5 through 8 and 13 of the small bore piping drawing

process. Part of,the draftsman's job (in step 13) is to update and formalize

support drawings completed earlier in the design process to reflect marked up

field drawings that show as-built field conditions, and which have been

reviewed and approved by PGandE. It is not unusual to find dimensional

variations between earlier piping configurations and the final as-built design

(e.g., even construction within tolerance limits may lead to minor variations

in as-built drawings). Thus, part of the draftsman's job is to interpret the

markups and clarify any dimensional inconsistencies by going to the field as

required. The insinuation that there is something wrong with this procedure,

which is normal in the performance of this drafting function, is incorrect.
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GAP Allegation 8314.03.02

It is alleged that:

During my field reviews I routinely fourid instances of
hardware deficiencies, such as loose U-bolt and missing
nuts. (2/4/85 Anon. Aff. at 2.)

It is difficult to fully respond to this allegation because no specifics have

been supplied. It would not be surprising to find the conditions described in

the allegation on supports under construction for systems not yet turned over

to PGandE. The conditions alleged are not, however, typical of systems turned

over to PGandE for operation. Such conditions, if and when they exist, are

identified during normal system walkdowns and corrected prior to turnover.
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GAP Allegation 8314.03.03

It is alleged that:

During my field reviews I also frequently discovered
problems due to design conflicts, where pipes couldn't move
or even be installed as the drawings were supposed to
reflect, due to piping 8 pipe supports which which [sicj
were already in place. (2/4/85 Anon. Aff. at 2.)

In this allegation, the alleger is apparently describing the process of

issuing a sketch of a new pipe support design (step 6 in the overall

process). The draftsman's position in the design process is early in the

process and his job function, in this situation, is to receive a field

feasibility sketch and turn it into a formal drawing. This may require the

draftsman to go to the field to obtain additional'information. At this point

in the process, the drawing is not a quality document and inconsistencies and

interferences would be expected. It is the draftsman's responsibility to

identify and correct these problems. The completed drawing would then be

submitted to PGandE for engineering evaluation and approval. The insinuation

that there is something wrong with the normal performance of the draftsman'

function is incorrect.
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GAP Allegation 8314.03.04

It is alleged that:

Although specifically-identified problems were corrected,
my supervisors responded by restricting the rate at which I
could report inaccuracies through their instructions to
stop making waves by reporting so much, although it was all
right occasionally. (2/4/85 Anon. Aff. at 2-3.)

It is neither PGandE's nor its contractors'olicy to permit a quota system on

identification of problems. As discussed in the overview to this alleger's

affidavit, a situation occurred within the time frame outlined in the

allegation which involved a dispute with an employee over working outside of

his job description. The employee was doing work which he felt qualified him

for a higher job classification and r ate of pay but which the contractor (his

employer) felt was within his job des'cription. After much discussion between

the employee and the employer, the employer stopped assigning the type of work

to the employee which the employee claimed was entitling him to a higher rate

of pay and job classification. As he was then limited to narrower assignments

with more limited responsibilities, he may have chosen to characterize this

change as restricting "the rate at which Lhej could report inaccuracies...."
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GAP Allegation f314.03.05

It is alleged that:

Subsequently, management responded with restrictions on the
channels available to correct inaccurate drawings, by
telling other draftsmen and myself not to report problems
directly to the gA department; but rather simply to tell
our supervisor who would pass the information to gA.
(2/4/85 Anon. Aff. at 3.)

Any issues identified by a draftsman are normally, by procedure, brought to

the attention of the supervisor.

In the case of gC-approved drawings, the ESD procedures clearly stated that the

supervisor was to evaluate any potential problem to determine if the

discrepancy required documentation through either a DCN or DR. If
documentation was required, the supervisor would write up the DCN or DR and

submit it to gA. If it was determined that no documentation was required, the

draftsman was to receive an explanation of the decision to take no further

action.

For non gC-approved drawings, the draftsman's job was to identify

inconsistencies and correct them. There was no need to report inaccuracies in

those drawings to gA since they related to drawings of design or as-builts in

preparation, and not final approved support installations.

As draftsmen on this level were involved with both approved and unapproved
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drawings, it was necessary to have identified issues brought to the attention

of the supervisor first to ensure that the appropriate level of response could

be given. Thus, the requirement that the issues be brought to the attention

of the supervisor does not represent a restriction of channels as alleged,

but, once again, compliance with normal procedures.
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GAP Allegation ¹314.03.06

It is alleged that:

Finally we were told not to attempt correcting
inaccuracies, not to check in the field, and not to tell
.our supervisor; but rather to simply draft what was
requested. (2/4/85 Anon. Aff. at 3.)

It was not, and is not, PGandE,'s policy to restrict the correction of errors

but rather, to encourage it. The aforementioned employee-employer dispute did

not merely involve the correction of inaccuracies, 'as alleged here, but also

involved the employee attempting to redesign the feasibility layouts provided

by the support designer —a job which was clearly outside of a draftsman's job

scope. The employee was instructed by his employer to retain the designer's

layout given to him and to limit his revisions to dimensional issues which

were within his job description, i.e., drafting.
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GAP Allegation 8314.03.07

It is alleged that:

Because I was outspoken in criticizing the restrictions on
our ability to correct inaccuracies in the drawings, I
believe that I was denied promised pay raises and
promotions. (2/4/85 Anon. Aff. at 3.)

The allegation that promotions were denied on the basis of one's being

outspoken in criticizing the restrictions on the ability to correct

inaccuracies in the drawing is false. This same allegation was made to the

CUIAB which, upon investigation and hearing, found that management did not act

improperly in denying promotions. It was found that management's choice of

individuals for promotion was based upon the qualification of the candidates,

i.e., the employees that were promoted were more qualified than those who were

not.
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GAP Allegation 0314.03.08

It is alleged that:

In general during my time at Diablo Canyon draftsmen worked
on the basis'f informal instructions rather than the
Engineering Specifications-Diablo (ESD's), even when the
instructions conflicted with the ESD's. (2/4/85 Anon. Aff.
at 3.)

The practice described by the alleger is not in accordance with PGandE and PPP

policy. It is possible that this individual is referring to gA instructions

as "informal instructions." gA instructions are formal documents that are

issued as procedures, letters, or memos (by the same individual who would

issue the related ESD) to provide up-to-date guidance until the next revision

of the ESD is issued. This, there may well have been differences between a gA

instruction and an ESD, in which case the gA instruction governed. In all

other cases, where there was a difference between an ESD and an informal

document, the ESD clearly governed. The use of such gA instructions is

permitted by the PGandE guality Assurance Program.
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GAP Allegations 8314.03.09 and 314.03.10

It is alleged that:

During my participation in an early 1982 PGSE-ordered field
audit for the accuracy of a random sample of Unit 1

drawings dating back to 1972, I found that approximately
85% of the drawings were inaccurate.

Management responded by refusing to expand the sample and
terminated the program, although deficiencies were
corrected that I had identified. (2/4/85 Anon. Aff. at 3.)

The errors I found routinely had occurred in drawings which
previously had been checked and approved, raising questions
in general about both the accuracy of design quality
assurance and the reliability of later engineering reviews
based on these drawings during the seismic design review.
(2/4/85 Anon. Aff. at 3-4).

These allegations refer to the period just after the NRC had required PGandE

to develop and perform the Independent Design Verification Program ( IDVP).

The details of how the IDVP was going to work were still under development,

with the Phase I evaluation in progress. In this context and time frame, many

informal reviews were being conducted. The audit referenced by the alleger

was one such informal review. However, other reviews conducted on Unit 1

indicated that the results as reported by the alleger are grossly

exaggerated. The alleger is also mistaken in his assertion that management

refused to expand the sample. In fact, PGandE directed PPP to terminate the
I

audit, but initiated its own audit of the same subject matter in

mid-March 1982.
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GAP Allegations 8314.03.11 and 314.03.12

It is alleged that:

I can testify from personal experience that the drawings I
had drafted subsequently were falsified by altering them
without any documentation or signature, particularly with
respect to weld symbols. (2/4/85 Anon. Aff. at 4.)

Management failed to investigate who had changed my
drawings without documentation on each occasion that it
occurred. (2/4/85 Anon. Aff. at 4.)

This same allegation was made to the CUIAB and was also rejected by that

body. The alleger apparently did not understand the process for approval of

drawings, and did not know that his approval was not required to revise a

drawing on which he had previously worked.

Part of the alleger's job as a draftsman (step 6 of the process) is to take

marked-up drawings or sketches and incorporate them into formal drawings. The

resulting formal drawing is then sent to a checker who evaluates the drawing

and, if it is found to be acceptable, it is then sent to PGandE for approval

and stamping. If the checker finds a problem with the drawing, it would be

returned to drafting for revision where it could, in fact, be worked on by a

different draftsman. The approval of these drawings is based upon clear and

accurate incorporation of information provided. There is no requirement that

the initial draftsman approve a correction to or clarification of a drawing.

To revise and correct these drawings at this stage in the process is certainly

not "falsification." As it was determined that no falsification existed, it
was not necessary for management to investigate the issue further.
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.GAP Allegation f314.03.13

It is alleged that:

Modifications were made to Unit 1 pipe supports without
assessing the impact from prior modifications on the same

pipe support, which helps to explain the design conflicts
discussed above. (2/4/85 Anon. Aff. at 4.)

This allegation, assumed to have been made from a draftsman's perspective,

reflects the limited understanding of the alleger of the entire design and

construction process. The procedures require that each time a physical

modification is actually made to a pipe support, the changes must be reviewed,

engineering impacts assessed, and the system walked down before the final

as-built drawing can be approved and stamped by PGandE. It is possible that a

draftsman involved in the late phases of a drawing revision's preparation

might well find the drawing returned to him with instructions to make an

additional revision. It would also be possible for a draftsman to receive

instructions to prepare a drawing revision before the red line is incorporated

from the previous revision. This is because the redrawing efforts were

proceeding in parallel. However, no matter how many modifications were made,

the impacts from all such modifications would always be assessed prior to

approval of the final as-built drawing by PGangE. This approval is

procedurally required by the ESDs prior to closing the construction document

package.
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GAP Allegations 8314.03.14 and 314.03.15

It is alleged that:

Isometric drawings were used as the primary vehicles for
engineering review and analyses but did not reflect all the
changes recorded on as-built drawings. (2/4/85 Anon. Aff.,
at 4.)

An underlying cause of the outdated isometrics was a

loophole in the procedures to update the drawings, which
did not re'quire that the impact be noted how changes on up
to five or six piping lines from different systems that
could cross the same support would affect each other.
(2/4/85 Anon. Aff. at 4.)

This allegation is false. The alleger apparently doesn't understand the role

of the isometric drawings and the portion of the overall review and approval

process that involves them. The first step in the process involves completion

and as-built acceptance of all supports affecting a given isometric drawing.

The final step for isometric drawing approval consists of taking the drawing

into the field and walking down the whole system to verify that the isometric

accurately reflects as-built conditions and to correct for oversights and

errors. This walkdown isometric is then submitted for PGandE, approval.

The alleger is describing a concern regarding a "gang" support carrying five

or six piping lines. The ESD required that the piping isometrics be walked

down after the as-built support drawings were approved (green-tagged). The

fact is that in a plant under construction, the various isometrics may

simultaneously show supports, other than the gang supports, that are under

construction and/or in the approval process. As specified in the ESDs, the

design is ultimately evaluated and confirmed by field walkdowns, a part of the

design and confirmation process —with which the alleger was obviously

unacquainted.
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GAP Allegation 8314.03.16

It is alleged that:

One- of the main problems was due to unqualified quality
control (gC) personnel, who did not always -have prior
technical training familiarity with the requirements of
ESD's, or the capacity to read drawings dimensionally, yet
were checking the engineers'ork. (2/4/85 Anon. Aff. at
4-5. )

This allegation is far too generalized to allow a specific response, but the

general subject of 'the qualification and training of quality control personnel

has been discussed in great detail by PGandE on several previous occasions:

(1) DCL-84-195, dated May 29, 1984 (NRC Allegations 458 and 478);

(2) DCL-84-243, dated. June 29, 1984.( III-51, 52, and 61); and (3) pages 16-19

of the March 17, 1984 Affidavit of D. Geske, J. Guyler, A., Eck, M. MacCrae,

and H. Karner (attached to Pacific Gas and Electric Company's Answer in "

Opposition to Joint Intervenors'otion to Reopen the Record on the Issue of

Construction'uality Assurance and Licensee Character and Competence,

March 19, 1984). These previous responses are attached.
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Attachment to GAP 8314.03.16
Reference: DCL-84-195
Dated: May 29, 1984
Page 1 of 19

251. It can thus be seen that the technical aspects of the Project were

adequately addressed for all inspectors, including Mr. Lockert. It can

also be pointed out that there is only an infrequent need for inspectors

to interpret the code; they just need to understand what the code covers

and the requirements of the specific inspection activity. The basic

knowledge required for the performance of the job was, thus, available

to each inspector.

252. No action is required.

NRC Allegation 8458

It is alleged that:

Pullman di'd not adequately explain in the training program
the guality Assurance elements, the capabilities and
limitations of those elements, to be employed on the job.
For instance, it was only after I had talked to the NRC

that I learned the Pullman Discrepency (sic) Report (DR)
was word for word the same thing as a Non-Conformance
Report (NCR.) Pullman gC inspectors did not write DRs but
were instructed to communicate quality problems through a
Deficient Condition Notice (DCN). The DCN was subject to
engineering approval before the DCN could be inserted into
the ()A system and in that way the inspector's ability to
perform independent of production in reporting of problems
was subverted. (Lockert Aff. at 3-4.)

253. Pullman's training program for all inspectors begins with study and

testing on Pu)lman's ()A Manual. One section, KFP-10, addresses

nonconformances and the reporting of same. Also included in the

training program for all inspectors is the required study of ESDs 240

(Nonconformances) and 268 (Deficient Condition Notices). These ESDs
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Attachment to GAP 8314.03.16
Reference: DCL-84-195
Dated: May 29, 1984
Page 2 of 19

explain the definition, use, initiation, routing, and disposition of

these reports. ESD 240 defines all nonconformances and explains that

they shall be reported on a DR (Discrepancy Report). ESD 268

explains which conditions are considered deficient and the procedure

for reporting them. Mr. Lockert, himself, has read the required

ESDs, signed his training records as having done so, and used the

system.

254. DCNs are the document vehicle for initially identifying a

nonconforming item. The DCN is routed to Engineering for review,

input (an aspect not mentioned in the allegation), and concurrence on

the proposed disposition. Engineering may analyze and-clarify a

situation to the satisfaction of an inspector and the DCN could then

be voided with the concurrence of the inspector or his first line

supervisor. However, if the inspector chooses to pur sue the issue
L

upwards to management, he may do so through establi,shed channels. At

no time can Engineering unilaterally keep the DCN from going through

the complete review cycle for processing. If the deficient condition

can be reworked in .house, all work is conducted as dispositioned on

the DCN. If PGandE is required to be notified, the DCN is converted

into a DR and dispositioned accordingly by PGandE.

255. No action is required.
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Attachment to GAP 8314.03.16
Reference: DCL-84-195
Dated: May 29, 1984
Page 3 of 19

300. Mr. Stokes alleges inadequate material test documentation was prepared

for welded bolts. His allegations are based upon an incorrect

definition of code requirements for such documentation. The

documentation for the A-307 and A-325 bolts used at Diablo Canyon equals

or exceeds code requirements and is adequate. Contrary to the

'implications of the allegation, traceability is not required for pipe

support materials in B31.1 or B31.7. Minor fasteners are specifically

exempted from traceability requirements, even for pressure retaining

components. Also, the ASME Section III, subsection NCA 3867.1, the

successor code, does not require traceability for small diameter bolts.

Thus, Mr. Stokes'llegations of documentation and traceability are

based upon false premises since there is no code requirement for small

bolts to be stamped for traceability.

301. Ho corrective action is required.

NRC Allegation 8478

It is alleged that:

(3) Deficient training reinforced the roblems, and
er etua e t em. A inspec ors o me t at t err
raining consisted of reading ESD 223 for one week and

being given a list of suggested reading. This list
contained B31.7, B31.1 and other codes. In one
conversation, when I asked if the l}C inspectors were
required to read the suggested readings, his reply was "no,
we only had to know what B31.7 was, not what it says." "I
and others thought that these codes had been incorporated
into ESD 223 by management." This was, and remains, a
wrong assumption. The inspectors undoubtedly performed to
the best of their ability. however, the instruction,
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Attachment to GAP ¹314.03.16
Reference: DCL-84-195
Dated: May 29, 1984
Page 4 of 19

training, and practices necessary to adequately perform
their functions were deficient. The inspectors only
discovered their "wrong beliefs" through discussions with
better trained, more experienced inspectors from companies
other than PG&E. (Stokes 4/12/84 Aff.. at 4-5.)

302. This often repeated and unwarranted allegation was initially addressed

thoroughly in PGandE response dated March 19, 1984, to Joint

Intervenors'otion to Reopen on CgA, Geske, et al. Aff. at 16-19. Mr.

Stokes appears to be making judgments and allegations based on false

statements and/or undocumented hearsay.

303. Mr. Stokes'tatement that "gA inspectors . . . training consisted of

reading ESD 223 for one week and being'given a list of suggested

reading" is inaccurate and false. As indicated in the earlier response:

"The first phase of the training program required by all gC
inspectors is a self study and testing program. The
written material which the inspectors are required to read
includes Pullman's written engineering specifications,
()uality Assurance Manual, gA Instructions, the study
modules such as 'Fundamentals of Welding Inspection,'
Introduction to NOE,'nd other documentation concerning

welding inspection. The prospective inspectors are given a
series of approximately a dozen written and practical
examinations dealing with various job functions and areas
of knowledge necessary to perform the job of welding
inspector. A passing grade of 80% is required on these
examinations to display an acceptable degree of
proficiency. Each prospective inspector is informed thatif he or she cannot pass any particular test after the
second time (which is usually a different test on the same
subject), then termination will result.

In addition, other reading is required to be completed
prior to going out to the field for the second phase of
training. This reading includes other ESDs related to the
welding inspector's job, applicable Code Sections, the Code
of Federal Regulations, and sections of PGandE
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Attachment to GAP k'314.03.16
Reference: DCL-84-195
Dated: May 29, 1984
Page 5 of 19

specifications. It is not expected that a welding
inspector know these supplemental ESDs as well as those he
or she'as tested on. The intent is for the inspector to
be aware of where specific information'can be located in
the field as the need arises.

The second phase of the training and qualification of all
weld inspectors prior to certification includes assigning
the prospective inspector to accompany certified weld

'nspectors in the field in order to complete the field
practical training. This field practical training involves
becoming familiar with and using the documents employed and
includes participation in the various aspects of their
inspection duties. These activities are witnessed and
satisfactory completion is attested to by a certified
welding inspector. This portion of the qualification
program normally takes from two to three weeks.
Certification is not conferred upon an inspector until he
or she has completed this phase of proficiency training to
the satisfaction of the supervising Pullman gC inspector
and the Pullman gA/(}C Manager. The anonymous allegation
totally neglects to mention this portion of the training,
qualification, and certification program."

~

~304. Applicable portions of the ANSI B31.7 and B31.1 Codes are a part of the

required reading and are, in fact, "incorporated into ESD 223" and other

ESDs, as applicable, "by management." Any wrong beliefs about the

training program or the contents of the ESDs are the beliefs of the

alleger, not the inspectors or Pullman management. The allegation is

unfounded and no corrective action is required.

NRC Allegation f479

It is alleged that:

(4) In letter no. DCL-84-094, PG8E states, "Pipe support
number 100-111, identified for NRC review by Mr. C. Stokes.
resulted in a minor modification . . . This change was made
for consistency with Project Standard Practices even though
analysis showed the change was not necessary to meet
acceptance criteria."
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It is alleged that:

1.) Pullman never required the prerequisites of schooling
and on the job training per ANSI N45.2.6, paragraph 3.1.2
of its inspector candidates for Level II capabilities.
Currently there are inspectors who hired in as SNT-TC-1A
Nondestructive Examination personnel and who have been
subsequently upgraded to Level II visual, dimensional, and
welding inspectors. Many of these people do not have a
four year degree and two years of experience or a high
school degree with four years experience, as required by
ANSI N45.2.6.

2.) Neither Pullman nor PG&E told .the Pullman inspector
that he was certified to and res onsible for ANSI N45.2.6
Level II capabilities. Pullman s certi ication card for
the inspector does not reference ANSI N45.2.6, the required
basis for certification. (3/21/84 Lockert Aff. at 2.)

It was not until 1983 that Pullman Power Products was first required

by PGandE Specification 8711 to develop a guality, Assurance Program

in accordance with ANSI N45.2. This requirement has been fully met.

First, as a point of correction and clarification, there is no

paragraph 3.1.2 in ANSI N45.2.6-1978 (see Exhibit 1 attached).

Second, Pullman is- in full compliance with the training requirements

of paragraph 2.1.2, "Training," (see Exhibit 2 attached.) in that a

training program was established that included an on-the-job

participation requirement. Finally, ANSI N45.2.6, paragraph 3.5

states (see Exhibit 1 attached) that the education and experience

requirements listed in the standard are only recommendations that can

"be treated to recognize that other factors may provide reasonable

assurance that a person can'ompletely perform a particular task.

Other factors which may demonstrate capability in a given job are
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previous per formance or satisfactory completion of capability

testing." Pullman uses this option from time to time to qualify

inspectors and all qualification, training, and testing records are

documented and maintained on file.

Although Pullman does not specifically "tell" inspectors that they

are certified to and responsible for ANSI N45.2.6 Level II
capabilities, the Pullman certification card issued to inspectors

plainly lists the level of certification and states that the

inspector "is qualified in accordance with Pullman Power Products

procedures to perform duties as indicated on the back of..." the

certification card. There is no requirement anywhere that an

inspector be specifically told that he is qualified to N45.2.6, and

it should not make any practical difference whether or not the

individual knows that he is qualified to N45.2.6.

Pullman Procedure ESD 278 specifically describes the responsibilities

of the inspector in paragraph 2.0, the capabilities of a certified

inspector in paragraph 5.5, and the fact that all personnel engaged

in inspection and testing activities are qualified and certified in

accordance with ANSI N45.2.6. It is expected that qualified

inspectors are capable of reading and understanding this document if
they choose to do so.
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t

auAL.tSCA+ONS Of WmaCVtON, SXASS1NA+ON ANO
'TSSTlNO fEASONNIt.SOll NUCLEAR tOWEll tLANTS

0»

P) resultsof physical examinations,«hcnrequired

(I) signature of employer'S designated reprean-
gative- ~ 0 ~ ~

(9) date of certillcation and date of celtNcation
explratiaa

fJ$ 8ryslcel

The tesponibk organization s'taB @entify my
apedd phyical characteristics ace dad hs the perfor-
mance of each activity. Pclsamd requiring these
characteristks ahaH have them veriQrd by cxanina-
tion at htervals not to exceed onc year.

3. OUAUFICATlOMS

M General

The requirements contained «ithh this Sccticxt
d fme thc ~~ ~abasia th t~ p
nel to perform hspcctions, cxsnunations, and tests
«hkh are «ithin the scope of this StandanL

There are three kreis ofquaHflcaticxs. Thc require-
ments for each kvel are not hniting «ith regard to
org~tionsi poaition 'of professional status, but
rather, are hmiting with regard to functional activities
«hich are withh the scope of this Standard.

S2 Level I Personnel CatsehHitiee

A Level 1 person shaQ be capable of pcrfonning
the hspections, examinations, and tests that are re-
quired to be performed in accordance «ith docu-
mented procedures and/or. industry practices. The h-
dividuai shaH be fsmQlar «ith the tooisandequipment
to be employed and shall have demonstrated proQ-
clancy in their usc. The individual shall aho be capable
of determining that the caHbration status ofinspection
and measuring equipment ls current, that the measur-
ing and test equipment is in proper condition for usc,
and that the inspection, cxamisratfon, and test prooe-
dures are approved.

32 Level llPersonnel CepebiQties

A Ccrel ll person shaH have aQ of the capabiHties
of a Level l person for the hlpectioa, examination or
test category or class in question. Additionally, a

Level llperson shall hare dcmonstratcd capabilities in
planning inspections. examinations, and ccats; in set-

ting up tests including preparation and sct-up of
~ehted equipment, as appropriate; h supervising or
maintaining surrei0ance over the inspections, exami-

„ANSl/ASMKNcWS t078
~O ~ ~

Iations, and tests; in supervtshg and ccrtilyhg lower
Qycl personnel; h reporting &spection,examination,
~d ~g ~mt;and ineeluath g th ~ditya d
gcceptabiHty of inspectfcxsg ex«ninatione and test
sesul tL qo «~el ~

~ ~ ~ o e~ 4%A ~

3A Lee( illpe~ Capebgltiee

A Lewd 1H perseus shaH hare aH of the capsbiHties
of a level H person for the inspection, cxsrnhation
or test category or chas hs question. fn additim, the
hdMdual shaH also be capable of evaluating the
adequacy of speciilc programs used to train and test
inspection, examination, and test perscenel «haec
quaHAcations are covered by this Standard.

M Ecfucetion and Experience-Roaommendetions

Thc foHO«ing is the recommended personnel
«ducatfon and expeicnce for each kvel. These

educa-'oa

and cxpeicnce recommendations should be
'treated to recognize that other factors may provide
seasonabk asnslance that a person can competently
perform a partfcuhr task. Other factors which may
demonstrate capabiHty in a given job are prerious per-
fonnance or satisfactory completion of capability
4a5ng.

$$.5 Level l
(1) T«o years of related experience in equivalent

hspcction, examination, or testing activities, or

Q) Kgh school graduation and ix months of
related cxpcnence in equivalent inspection, examina-
tion,~ ~ga mhcs,of

(3) Completion ofcollege krel work kading to an
Asscciate Degree in a related discipline plus three
months af related expencncc in equivalent inspection,
«xamination, or testing actbritics.

3$i2 Level ll
(l) One year of satisfactory perfonnance as Level

l in the corresponding inspection, examinsuan or test
category of c4u, or

(-) High school graduation plus three years of
related experience in equivalent inspection, examine.
tion, or testing acuri ties, or

(3) Completion ofcollege kvel work leading ta sn
Associate Degree in a related discipUne plus ane year
related experience fn equivalent hspectian, exsmins.
tion, or testing activities, or
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'i.
OUALIFICAYIONSOF cNQ'ECTION, KXAMINATlONANO
TKSTtNC FERSONNEL FOR NUCLEAR FOViER tLANl%

Standard, tcaless they ase specffied h the coatract
4xuascata.

0 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

tA Oeficcftfoae

~ 1A.l Instiectfon. A phase of quality «oatsof «hfch
by means of cxamhatfon, observatfoa, oc measuce-

aent dctcnnhes thc conformance ofmatesiab, sup-

~a pastso compoaentso eppurteaanceso
systems'rocesses,

oc structures to pcedctennined quality re-

quirccncatL

CAP Examination. An clement ofhspectfoa ccesist-

ing of hvestfgatfoa of materials, supplies, parts, ccxn-

poaents, appurtenances, systems, processes, or struc-
tures to determine conformance to those specfficd
cequfrements which caa be detennhed by such hves-
tfgstfoa. Examhatfoa fs usually nondestructive and
iacfudcs simply physical manipulation, gaging, aad
sacasurcmcat.

%AD Testing. The detcnninatfoa or verificatio of
the capabQity of an item to meet specffied cequire-
cncnts by subjecthg the ftem to a set of physfcal,
chemical, eaviroameatal, oc operathg caaditioas.

1AA Refer to AÃS1 N4$2.)0 for. other dcGnftfoas
to be used in conjunction with this Staadard.-

M Referenced Ooaucamcs

Other documents that are required to be hduded
as a part of this Standard are either fdentificd at the
poht of reference or describe h Sectfon 6 of this
Sunda! d. The issue or cditfoa of the refcsenced docu-
ment that fs required «Qf be specffied either at the
poht of reference or h Section 6 of this Standard.

2. CIENERAL REGUIREQENTS

2.1 Ptarininl

Plans shaH be developed for staffing, hdoctrina-
tioa, and training ofan adequate numbes ofpersonnel
to perform thc required hspectfons, examhatfons,
~nd tests and shaH refiect the schedule of project ac-

tfvity so as to allow adequate time for assigncnenc or
selection and trahing of the required permnnef.

2.1.1 fndoccrinacion. Provisions shall be made fos the
indoctrination of personnel as to thc technical objec-
tives of the project; the codes and standards that are

to be used; and the quality assurance elements that
are to be employed.

ANN(AsacE Nagara-tITa

2.14 Trefnfni. Thc aced foc focmal trahhg programs
aha0 bc detennhed, and such tratahg actfvftfes shaH

be conducted as cequfre4 to qualify personnel who
perform hspectfons, cxamhatfoaa, and tists. Oa the-

job partfcfpatlon shaH also be hduded h thc program,
fifthemphasis oa 5sstkandcxperfcnce gahed though
actual pesfc maacc of hspectfces, cxamhathas, and
Seats. Recor is of trahing, «hcn used as thc basis for
certfficatfor, shall be mahtahed.

X2 Detacci.faction of fnftfaf CapaNfcy

The capahiMca of a candidate fos cert/ficatfoa
ahaH be hftfaffy detennhcd by a suitable evaluation

of the candidate's cducatfcxc, experienc, trahing,
test results, or es biH dcmoastratfce.

L3 Evafuatfoa of perfocccsmce

%c job performance of hspectfoa, exaaihatfon,
aad testhg persoanel shall be reevaluated at periodic
htesvafs not to exceed three years. Reevaluaifon shall
be by evidence ofcoathwd satisfactory perfonnance
or sedetennhatfon of capabQity h accordance «iih
Subsectfoa L2. lf, during this evaluation or at any
othes thne, ft fs detennhed by the responsible or-
ganization that the capabQftfes ofan individual are not
h accordance «ith the qualfficatfons specified for the
job, that persoa shall be removed from that activity
untQ such thne as the required capabQity has been
demonstrated.

Any person who has not pcsfonned hspection,
examination, or testing activities h his qualiTicd area

for a period of one year shaH be reevaluated by a re-
determhation of required capabQity h accordance
«ith Subsection X2.

2A Written Certificatio of Quet%cation

The quallficai .n of personnel shall be certified ln
«rithg h aa appropriate form, hduding, the follow-
hg hfoimacfon:

(1) cmployec's name

(2) idcatificatioa ofperson bchg certified

(3) level ofcapability

(1) activities cestffied to perform

(5) bash used for certfficatfoa, hdudhg:

(a) records of efucstloa, experience lid
training

(b) test results, where appffcablc
(c) results ofcapabQfty demonstration

(6) cesults ofperiodfc cvafuatfoas

2
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III-52

It is alleged that:

The guality Assurance requirements at a nuclear power plant
can be viewed as a pyramid with the most important
requirements at the top. The next lower tier would hold
more requirements as the nature of the work becomes
diversified and more specific. The lowest tier would be
the actual instruction to each person for each act
requiring quality control in the construction of the
plant. Each tier supports and hopefully includes all

A?4R N4S.2
ASMZ,AWS,ASTM,AISC

QCENCM AND ONTRA RS OCED

applicable requirements from the tier above it. Pullman
inspectors were not.certified. to ANSI N45.2.6 requirements
and neither were they allowed to conduct themselves as
inspectors capable of recognizing problems within the
quality assurance pyramid because Pullman inspectors were
blocked from obtaining information beyond company
procedures and boxed in the lowest tier of the quality
assurance pyr amid. For PGSE to make the statement that
Pullman gC inspectors were certified to ANSI N45.2.6
requirements without telling the inspectors or allowing the
inspectors to conduct themselves as such, appears to be
only for the purpose of misleading the NRC into granting a
license before a complete evaluation of construction
t}uality Assurance problems has been completed. (3/21/84
Lockert Aff. at 4-5.)

As indicated in response to Allegation III-51, and contrary to this

allegation, all Pullman gC inspectors are certified in accordance

with ANSI N45.2.6. As to the allegation that "Pullman inspectors

were blocked from obtaining information beyond company procedures and

boxed in the lowest tier of the guality Assurance pyramid,"

1433d
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Mr. Lockert has attempted to translate his own experiences, where he

was repeatedly warned not to leave his assigned work area without

appropriate supervisorial notification and approval, into this broad

charge. Inspectors are not blocked from researching codes and

standards specific to problems that arise during the course of

inspections. However, they are directed to request permission to

leave their assigned work area before pursuing such research, and to

make their leadmen aware of the problem identified or document it on

the appropriate reports; then, appropriate action can be taken by the

responsible individuals and the inspector can continue his inspection

work. There is no institutional freedom for inspectors to roam the

site at will despite Mr. Lockert's claims to the contrary. As was

previously indicated in PGandE's Answer in Opposition to Joint

Interveners'otion to Reopen on C(A, Karner and Etzler Aff. at 19-22:

30. ,",At no time has any inspector, Mr. Lockert
included, been forbidden to research applicable codes
and standards or other pertinent documents. However,
such research activities must be performed within the
time constraints of the individual's assigned
activities. In the case of l}C inspectors, they are
assigned to specific activity areas in the plant and
are required to be in those areas to sign off on the
work being performed when the appropriate hold points
are reached. Mr. Lockert was not terminated for .

merely being physically outside of his assigned work
area to do research, but rather, he left his assigned
work area without asking the permission of his leadman
or supervisor, and his whereabouts were unknown for
extended periods of time. Such absences led to work
stoppages and/or delays. Had Mr. Lockert requested
the necessary approvals, or had he pursued his
research during other available times, the information
he desired could have been easily obtained as it is
always readily available. It can be further pointed
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out that in most cases, the need for gC inspectors to
perform such research is minimal. The procedures .in
use generally reflect the requirements of the relevant
specifications, codes, and standards. Thus, the
originating documents should not need to be researched
once the procedure has been approved.

The statement by Mr. Lockert that PGandE is attempting to mislead the

NRC into granting a license before a complete evaluation of

construction guality Assurance problems has been completed" is untrue

and is based upon his inaccurate perception of Pullman's guality

Assurance Program and the role and responsibilities of the inspectors.

1433d 3 w
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It is alleged that:

I have spoken with many of these inspectors and the
majority of them agree that they feel they were not
qualified or trained properly to perform their work. Most
of them have stated that they would not care to have their
previous work inspected.

The problems we were experiencing in our gC program of not
having enough qualified inspectors, was (sic) also evident
in the Pullman field engineering department. Although
field engineers had a somewhat limited responsibility in
regar ds to design work, they were given the power to make
field changes - called quick fixes - that in some instances
completely altered the original design. I will expand on
this later as a separate issue.

With very few exceptions the people that Pullman hired as
field engineers had no previous nuclear experience, had no
previous experience in any related field such as oil
refinery or pipeline work, and had no engineering degree.

Nor did Pullman train the field engineers any more
thoroughly than the gC personnel, and so they had to take
the same sort of on-the-job training approach while the
work was proceeding. As inspectors, we were expected to
identify errors made by field engineers. But for much too
long a period, we had a "blind leading the blind" system.
(3/21/84 Anon. Aff., Attachment 9, at 3-4.)

This allegation is based on hearsay. gC inspection has been

constantly evolving into a more and more complex art. The dr amatic

expansion of Diablo Canyon gA/gC procedures attests to that. All

inspectors develop and improve .their own inspection methods and

techniques as time on the job increases. Their work, after any

extended period on the job, should obviously be superior to their

initial efforts. This might explain the alleged statement that "most

of them have stated that they would not care to have their previous

work inspected." Field work is sample reinspected by PTGC before
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final acceptance of the work and all documentation is reviewed for

accuracy and completeness before the installation is deemed totally

acceptable and complete. The reference to a "blind leading the

blind" system is a misleading one since all aspects of erection and

inspection are described in detail in the applicable Pullman

procedures and inspectors receive adequate training prior to being

"turned loose" on the job. In the event of uncertainty in any area

of inspection, an inspector could go to his leadman or supervisor for

information, direction, instruction, or clarification. The

inspectors were not inadequately prepared nor were they left on their

own, as is inferred in this allegation.

.
i

Since the alleger is a gC inspector, he is not responsible for hiring

engineers and therefore cannot provide any detailed information

(other than hearsay) about the qualification of engineering personnel.

Engineer ing personnel are hired by the Chief Field Engineer or the

Engineering Supervisor only after their resume and/or application are

reviewed and evaluated. Field engineers are hired based on a

combination of their education and previous experience. Although a

degree is not a prerequisite, degreed engineers are hired

preferentially over non-degreed engineers.

After hiring, they are required to complete the requirements of a

Pullman Engineering Instruction which details the training
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requirements of engineering personnel. Completion of these

requirements is documented and the records are kept in the

individual's personnel file. Because of their previous education

and/or experience background, the field engineers need only

familiarize themselves with the jobsite practices and procedures to

be able to perform their work in an acceptable manner. Thus, the

allegation that Engineering and gC personnel were not adequately

trained is patently false.
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34. During the preced1ng year, Hiero Surface had calibrated five measuring

dev1ces for Pullman at Dfablo Canyon: three micrometers, one precision

level, and one dial depth gauge. Records of the instruments were

checked to determine 1f H1cro Surface's work was accurate and 1f
U

traceab111ty to the National Bureau of Standards (NBS) was provided. In

each case subsequent calibrations of the fnstruments by other qualified

organizations reported accuracy of the instrument within accepted

standards. Addit1onally, each of the Micro Surface Cal1bration

Certificates certif1ed traceabflity to the NBS.

35. Thus, the matter was handled properly and expeditiously, entirely in

accordance with established procedures, and the use of instruments

calibrated by H1cro Surface had no adverse 1mpact on measurements

conducted at Diablo Canyon.
'I

JI f115 and 116, Hotion at 33-34.

It 1s alleged that: .

Training for gC inspectors is inadequate, consfsting oF a
crash course last1ng approximately a week. Since most
1nspectors do not have previous experience, this program
1s 1nadequate to prepare them for their ser1ous
respons1bility. A large portion of the training program
consists of gfv)ng written materials to an inspector, who
s1gns a form that he has read the informat1on. (~c1tkn
1/12/84, Anon. Aff. at 8-9.)

Frequently the records demonstrat1ng compl1ance with even
these cursory requirements are mislead1ng. Mfth respect
to the statements cert1fying review of tra1ning
materials, a current 1nspector concluded that "very often
the ind1vidual w111 s1gn these statements without having
read the mater1als very thoroughly". ( Id. at 9.) The
result 1s that the qualifications of gC inspectors at
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,

01ablo Canyon are indeterndnate. Undoubtedly, many
inspectors were sufficiently skilled when they came to
the 5ob that general gC training was not necessary. But
1f novice inspectors needed training, they d1d not get it.

36. The allegat1ons 1n the mot1on that training of Pullman gC 1nspectors

consists of a one-week 'crash course," that "a large port1on of the

tra1ning course" consists of g1v1ng materials to an inspector, and that

"1f nov1ce 1nspectors needed tra1ning, they d1d not get it,'imply do

not appear in the supporting affidavit cited. In addit1on, the

allegations that the anonymous alleger actually did make are 1ncorrect

in all significant aspects. The training of Pullman gC inspectors is

far more extensive and intensive than that descr1bed even by the

alleger, let alone by'the Joint Intervenors 1n the1r Motion.

37. The first phase of the training program required by all gC 1nspectors is

a self study and testing program. The written material which the

inspectors are required to read 1ncludes Pullman's written engineering

'pecifications,guality Assurance Manual, gA Instructions, the study

modules such as "Fundamentals of Melding Inspection," "Introduction to

ROE,'nd other documentat1on concerning weld1ng 1nspection. The

prospect1ve 1nspectors are g1ven a series of approx1mately a dozen

wr1tten and pract1cal exam1nat1ons dealing w1th various job functions

and areas of knowledge necessary to perform the )ob of weld1ng

inspector. A passing grade of 805 1s required on these examinat1ons to

display an acceptable degree of proficiency. Each prospecti've inspector
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1s 1nformed that if he or she cannot pass any part1cular test after the

second time (which is usually a different test on the same subject) then

termination will result.

38. In add1tion, other reading is required to be completed prior to going

out to the field for the second phase of training. This reading

includes other ESDs related to the welding inspector's job, app11cable

Code Sect1ons, the Code of Federal Regulations, and sect1ons of PGandE

specif1cations. It is not expected that a welding inspector know these

supplemental ESDs as well as those he or she was tested on. The intent

is for the inspector to be aware of where specific information can be

located 1n the field as the need arises.

39. The second phase of the training and qualification of all weld

- inspectors prior to certff1cation 1ncludes assign1ng the prospect1ve

1nspector to accompany certified weld. inspectors 1n the f1eld 1n order ~

to complete the field practical training. This field practical training

1nvolves becoming famil1ar with and us1ng'the documents employed and

includes participation in the various aspects of their 1nspection

duties. These activities are witnessed and satisfactory completion is
\

attested to by a cert1fied welding inspector. This portion of the

qual1f1cation program normally takes from two to three weeks.

Certification is not conferred upon an inspector until he or she has

completed this phase of profic1ency training to the satisfaction of the

superv1sing Pullman gC 1nspector and the Pullman gA/qC Manager. The

anonymous allegat1on totally neglects to mention this portion of the

train1ng, qual1fication, and certif1cat1on program.
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40. There 1s no basis for the allegation that "most 1nspectors do not have

prev1ous experience.'efore 1nspectors are hired, they are 1nterviewed

by the Pullman Assistant gA/gC Manager. Each prospective weld inspector

1s given a.general quiz that asks basic quest1ons about welding and

1nspection. In addition, sample pieces with var1ous weld defects and

technique problems are shown to the prospect1ve inspector for

identificat1on. Typical drawings are-also presented to determine the

1nterviewee's knowledge of blueprints, weld symbols, code references,

etc. All of these, plus the ind1v1dual's resume, prior certif1cations

(if available) and answers to other specific questions are used to

determ1ne the person's experience.

41. The test1ng program is also used as a 'weeding out" process. Those who

cannot pass the required tests with a grade of 80K are terminated. The

fact that the average new hire takes only seven working days of an

allotted three weeks to complete testing is an indication in itself that

these 1ndividuals are 1n fact experienced to an acceptable degree. A

person w1thout previous experience would not be able to learn the,

material and pass all the tests in this time period, due to the broad

range of materials.

42. A compar1son of 1nspectors'1re dates, read1ng 11sts, testing, field

practicals and cert1ficat1on dates shows the average actual t1me 1t

takes to put an inspector through the training and certification program

1s approximately three weeks.
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GAP Allegation 8314.03.17

It is alleged that:

Although the NRC eventually required classes in ESD's for
all personnel, there was no program to go back and check
for errors that may have occurred before the training.
(2/4/85 Anon. Aff. at 5.)

During the time that the alleger was employed at PPP, a job qualification

program was in place that required PPP draftsmen to be trained in ESDs to

satisfy minimum job requirements. This program was not initiated as the

result of an NRC requirement.

The purpose of the Independent Design Verification Program ( IDVP), which was

conducted after the time frame when -the alleger was employed at PPP, was to

provide reasonable assurance that any deficiencies in the DCP design were

identified and corrected. In addition, the final close outs include final

walkdowns and engineering review of all safety-related hangers and supports.
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GAP Allegations ¹314.03.18 and ¹314.03.19

It is alleged that:

There was no uniform standard for'weld symbols on the
drawings, which were the subject of ongoing argument and
debate among different groups on-site. (2/4/85 Anon. Aff.
at 5.)

Because the ESD's did not specify the correct weld symbols,
employees brought.and relied on their own charts from other
jobs, such as one that I saw from the American Petroleum
Institute. (2/4/85 Anon. Aff. at 5.)

PGandE has previously addressed the subject of weld symbols in great detail

in: (1) DCL-84-040, dated February 7, 1984; (2) DCL-84-166 (GAP ¹237), dated

April 30, 1984; (3) DCL-84-243 (Allegations III-30, III-33G, and III-37);

dated June 29, 1984; (4) DCL-84-239 (JIR-20), dated June 26, 1984;

(5) DCL-84-343 (NRC Allegations, ¹1245, ¹1247, and ¹1248), dated

October 30, 1984. These previous responses are attached.
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